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J. B. Conway and T. A. Gillespie (J. Funct. Anal. 64 (1985), 178189) charac-
terized those reductive normal operators which have isomorphic invariant subspace
lattices. In a subsequent paper (J. Operator Theory 22 (1989), 3149) they gave
several necessary conditions of isomorphism in the class of nonreductive isometries.
In this paper, we provide a new necessary condition when the isometry contains a
bilateral shift. Furthermore, we give complete characterization if the nonreductive
components of the isometries are cyclic. It turns out that this characterization is of
different types in the unitary and in the nonunitary case. We describe also when
absolutely continuous unitary operators have spatially isomorphic invariant subspace
lattices. Our results provide answers for questions posed in the second Conway and
Gillespie paper referenced above.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a (complex, separable) Hilbert space, and let L(H) denote
the set of all (bounded, linear) operators acting on H. Given any operator
A # L(H), the lattice of all (closed) subspaces which are invariant for A is
denoted by Lat A. In 1985 Conway and Gillespie posed an interesting
problem, asking to what extent the operator A is determined by the lattice
theoretic structure of its invariant subspace lattice Lat A. Since almost
nothing is known about Lat A for a general A, one is led to consider
special classes of operators, where Lat A is described well enough. In
[CG1] Conway and Gillespie settled the problem for selfadjoint operators;
even more, they characterized the isomorphism of the lattices of reducing
subspaces for any two normal operators. We shall present their results in
a form which is slightly different from the original one but is more suitable
for our purposes.
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Given any normal operator A # L(H), let +A : BC  [0, ] be a _-finite
scalar spectral measure of A, where BC stands for the system of Borel sub-
sets of the complex plane C. We may (and shall) assume that +A([z])=1
whenever +A([z])>0 (z # C). Let dA : C  N :=N _ [0, ] be the spectral
multiplicity function of A. It is well known that the pair (+A , dA) deter-
mines the operator A up to unitary equivalence; see, e.g., [C]. For any
i#N :=N_[], let us introduce the Borel set |(A, i) :=[z # C : dA(z)=i],
and let us consider the sequence 0A :=[|(A, i)] i # N .
For j=1, 2, let 0j=[|j (i)] i # N be a sequence of disjoint Borel subsets
of C, and let +j : BC  [0, ] be a _-finite measure. We say that the pair
(01 , +1) is weakly equivalent to (02 , +2), in notation (01 , +1) t
w (02 , +2),
if +1(|1(i))>0 is true exactly when +2(|2(i))>0 (i # N). The pair
(01 , +1) is said to be strongly equivalent to (02 , +2), and we use the nota-
tion (01 , +1) t
s (02 , +2), if +1(|1(i))=+2(|2(i)) holds, for every i # N .
Let us consider the decomposition +j=+cj ++
d
j , where +
c
j is a continuous
measure and +dj is an atomic measure. The pair (01 , +1) is called topologi-
cally equivalent to (02 , +2), in notation (01 , +1) t
t (02 , +2), if (01 , +c1) t
w
(02 , +c2) and (01 , +
d
1) t
s (02 , +d2). Finally, the normal operator A # L(H)
is topologically spectral equivalent to the normal operator B # L(K), in
notation A tt B, if (0A , +A) t
t (0B , +B).
Let us consider the reducing subspace lattice Red A :=Lat A & Lat A*,
consisting of those subspaces which are invariant for both A and its adjoint
A*. The lattices Red A and Red B are isomorphic, in notation Red Ar
Red B, if there exists a bijection 3: Red A  Red B such that M/N holds
if and only if 3(M)/3(N) (M, N # Red A). We say that the lattices
Red A and Red B are spatially isomorphic, in notation Red A rs Red B, if
there exists a unitary transformation W # L(H, K) with the property that
Red B=[WM: M # Red A]. (The same definitions concern the isomorphism
and spatial isomorphism of Lat A and Lat B.)
Now, the main result of [CG1] can be stated as follows.
Theorem A. If A # L(H) and B # L(K) are normal operators, then
the following conditions are equivalent: (i) Red ArRed B, (ii) A tt B, (iii)
Red A rs Red B.
As an immediate consequence we obtain
Corollary B. If A # L(H) and B # L(K) are reductive normal
operators (in particular, if A and B are selfadjoint), then Lat ArLat B holds
exactly when A tt B.
The nonreductive case (when Lat A{Red A) proved to be much more
sophisticated; a complete characterization is still unknown even in the
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unitary case. In their second paper [CG2] Conway and Gillespie provided
several necessary conditions for the isomorphism of the invariant subspace
lattices in the class of isometries.
Let us consider an isometry U # L(H), and let U=Uu U1 be its Wold
decomposition, where Uu is a unilateral shift and U1 is a unitary operator
(see, e.g., [SZNF, Theorem I.1.1]). The unitary part U1 can be also
(uniquely) decomposed into the orthogonal sum U1=U0 Us , where U0
is absolutely continuous and Us is singular with respect to the normalized
Lebesgue measure m on the unit circle T. Finally, U0 can be decomposed
into the orthogonal sum U0=Ub Ua of a bilateral shift Ub and an
absolutely continuous, reductive unitary operator Ua . Uniqueness can be
achieved here by assuming that Ua=0 whenever the multiplicity of Ub is
infinite. (Of course, an isometry is zero if and only if it acts on the zero
space.) In that way we obtain the canonical decomposition
U=Uu Ub Ua Us .
The isometry U is reductive exactly when Uu Ub=0.
The reductive case was completely settled in [CG2].
Theorem C. Let us assume that the isometry U # L(H) is reductive,
and let V # L(K) be another isometry. Then Lat UrLat V holds if and
only if V is also reductive and U tt V.
In the nonreductive case Conway and Gillespie proved the following
theorem, which establishes a strong connection between the corresponding
components of U and V, provided their invariant subspace lattices are
isomorphic. We recall that the operator A # L(H) is unitarily equivalent to
B # L(K), in notation A$B, if there exists a unitary transformation
W # L(H, K) satisfying the equation WA=BW.
Theorem D. Let U # L(H) and V # L(K) be isometries, and let us
assume that U is nonreductive. If Lat UrLat V, then V is nonreductive as
well, and the following relations hold:
(a) Lat (Ub Ua)rLat (Vb Va),
(b) Uu $Vu , Ub $Vb , Ua t
t Va , Us t
t Vs .
It remained open whether the necessary conditions of the lattice isomor-
phism in (b) were together sufficient. An important special case, suitable to
test this problem, is when Ub , Ua are nonzero, cyclic operators, and Uu=
Us=0. Thus, Conway and Gillespie posed the following intriguing ques-
tion in [CG2].
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Question E. Is it always true that Lat (Ub Ua)rLat (Vb Va),
whenever Ub , Ua , Vb , Va are nonzero, cyclic operators?
We give an affirmative answer to this question. We are able also to
characterize spatial isomorphism. This is the content of our first theorem.
Theorem 1. Let Ub , Vb be cyclic, nonzero bilateral shifts, and let
Ua , Va be cyclic, nonzero absolutely continuous, reductive unitary operators.
Then
(a) Lat (Ub Ua)rLat (Vb Va),
(b) Lat (Ub Ua) r
s
Lat (Vb Va) holds if and only if there exists a
single Blaschke function .(z)=k(z&c)(1&c z)&1 ( |k|=1, |c|<1) such that
Va $.(Ua).
Since the condition of spatial isomorphism, appearing here, is more
restrictive than the condition of isomorphism, we obtain a negative answer
for the question posed on p. 33 of [CG2]. Namely, there are normal
operators A and B with isomorphic invariant subspace lattices such that
neither A nor A* is unitarily equivalent to an operator C having the
property that B and C generate the same algebra, closed in the weak
operator topology. (We refer also to [CG1, Proposition 4.1].)
Furthermore, we shall provide complete characterization of the isomor-
phism Lat UrLat V in the case when the nonreductive part Uu Ub of
U is cyclic. We give a new necessary condition for the absolutely con-
tinuous, reductive components when Ub {0. In order to formulate our
results we introduce a new type of spectral equivalence of Ua and Va .
We may (and shall) assume that the scalar spectral measure of Ua is of
the form +Ua=/: dm, where : is an element of B=BT , the system of Borel
subsets of the unit circle T, and /: stands for the characteristic function of
:. Clearly, |(Ua , i) # B can also be assumed, for every i # N . For j=1, 2,
let 0j=[|j (i)] i # N be a sequence of disjoint Borel subsets of T. The
sequence 01 is called metrically equivalent to 02 , in notation 01 t
m 02 , if
there exist positive constants c1 , c2 such that
c1m(|1(i))m(|2(i))c2m(|1(i))
hold, for every i # N . We say that Ua is metrically spectral equivalent to
Va , in notation Ua t
m Va , if 0Ua t
m 0Va . It is evident that the relation
Ua t
m Va implies Ua t
t Va , but not conversely.
One of our main results is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let U # L(H) and V # L(K) be isometries, and let us
assume that the bilateral shift component Ub of the isometry U is nonzero.
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Then the lattice isomorphism Lat UrLat V implies metrical spectral equiv-
alence of the absolutely continuous, reductive components: Ua t
m Va .
We are able to verify sufficiency when the nonreductive component is
cyclic.
Theorem 3. Let U # L(H) and V # L(K) be isometries such that
Ub {0 is cyclic. Then
Lat (Ub Ua Us)rLat (Vb Va Vs)
holds if and only if
Ub $Vb , Ua t
m Va , and Us t
t Vs .
Quite surprisingly, if the nonreductive component Uu Ub is a simple
unilateral shift, then topological spectral equivalence of Ua and Va is
already sufficient for isomorphism.
Theorem 4. Let U # L(H) and V # L(K) be isometries such that
Uu {0 is cyclic. Then
Lat (Uu Ua Us)rLat (Vu Va Vs)
holds if and only if
Uu $Vu , Ua t
t Va , and Us t
t Vs .
In the case when the nonreductive component is a bilateral shift of an
arbitrary finite multiplicity n # N, we are able to characterize spatial
isomorphism of the invariant subspace lattices. In order to formulate our
theorem we introduce a third type of spectral equivalence. For j=1, 2, let
0j=[|j (i)]i # N be a sequence of disjoint Borel subsets of T. We say that
01 is analytically equivalent to 02 , in notation 01 t
a 02 , if there exists a
single Blaschke function . such that .(|2(i))=|1(i) holds, for every
i # N . (Here the coincidence of the sets .(|2(i)) and |1(i) means that
their characteristic functions are equal almost everywhere (a.e.) with
respect to the Lebesgue measure m.) The operators Ua and Va are called
analytically spectral equivalent, in notation Ua t
a Va , if 0Ua t
a 0Va .
Theorem 5. Let us assume that the bilateral shifts Ub , Vb are of multi-
plicity n # N. Then
Lat (Ub Ua) r
s
Lat (Vb Va)
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if and only if
Ua t
a Va .
We note here that Ua t
a Va holds exactly when Vb Va $.(Ub Ua)
is true for a single Blaschke function ..
Our paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we parametrize
the invariant subspace lattice of absolutely continuous unitary operators.
This parametrization enables us to explore metrical properties of isomor-
phisms between the invariant subspace lattices, if the reductive and non-
reductive components are cyclic; this is the content of Section 3. In Section
4 the new necessary condition is proved. Section 5 is devoted to Theorem 3;
the main point here is the construction of a suitable isomorphism in the
partially ordered set of unimodular functions. In Section 6 we discuss the
nonunitary case, and prove Theorem 4. Finally, spatial isomorphism of
the invariant subspace lattices is studied in Section 7.
2. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE INVARIANT
SUBSPACE LATTICE
We are going to describe the invariant subspace lattice of a unitary
operator Ub Ua using the functional model of that operator.
Let E be an infinite dimensional, separable Hilbert space, and let
[e(&)]& # J be an orthonormal basis in E, indexed by the set J=[1, 2]_N.
We introduce an ordering on J by writing (i1 , j1)O (i2 , j2), if i1<i2 , or
i1=i2 and j1 j2 . For any vector x # E, let us define the index k(x) by
k(x) :=min[& # J : (x, e(&)) {0];
here min < :=0 # C, and e(0) :=0 # E for later use.
Let F stand for the set of all measurable vector-valued functions
w: T  E such that &w(z)&=1 for a.e. z # T. Furthermore, let F0 be the set
defined by
F0 :=[w # F: (w(z), e(k(w(z)))) # (0, 1] for a.e. z # T].
For any w1 , w2 # F0 , we write w1 Ow2 , if k(w1(z))Ok(w2(z)) and k(w1(z))
{k(w2(z)) for a.e. z # T.
Given any j # N, let W j denote the set of sequences [wi] ji=1 of elements
of F0 such that wi Owi+1 holds for every 1i< j, and [w i (z)] ji=1 is an
orthonormal system for a.e. z # T. For the sake of brevity, let ei :=e((1, i))
(i # N), and let Ej be the subspace of E spanned by the vectors [ei] ji=1 .
Finally, let Wj stand for the set of measurable operator-valued functions
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W: T  L(Ej , E) such that [Wei] ji=1 # W j . Here (Wei)(z) :=W(z)ei (z # T,
1i j). More generally, for any u # L2(Ej), by definition (Wu)(z) :=
W(z) u(z) (z # T). Hence W means also the transformation in L(L2(Ej),
L2(E)), which is the multiplication by the operator-valued function W.
Observe that W(z) is an isometry for a.e. z # T, and so W # L(L2(Ej),
L2(E)) is an isometry, as well. In connection with the theory of vector- and
operator-valued functions we refer to [HP, He, RR, SZNF]. The L2-spaces
in that paper are always defined with respect to the normalized Lebesgue
measure m on the unit circle T. We note also that two (scalar-, vector-, or
operator-valued) functions are considered equal if they are equal a.e. on T
(with respect to m).
Let U # L(L2(E)) be the operator of multiplication by the identical func-
tion /; that is /(z)=z for every z # T. Then U is a (unitarily equivalent)
functional model for bilateral shifts of infinite multiplicity. For any j # N,
let us consider the set Latb, jU of those invariant subspaces M # Lat U,
which satisfy the condition that the restriction U | M is a bilateral shift of
multiplicity j. We note that these subspaces are all reducing (see [CG2,
Proposition 1.3]). The following lemma provides a parametrization of
Latb, jU.
Lemma 6. For any j # N, the mapping
8b, j : Wj  Latb, jU, W [ WL2(Ej)
is a bijection.
Proof. It is clear that WL2(Ej) is an invariant subspace of U, for any
W # Wj ; and since W intertwines the restrictions U | L2(Ej) and U | WL2(Ej),
we obtain that WL2(Ej) # Latb, jU.
Let us assume now that M # Latb, jU, and let P # L(L2(E)) be the
(orthogonal) projection onto M. Since UP=PU, it follows that P is an
operator of multiplication by a projection-valued function P: T  L(E),
where rank P(z)= j for a.e. z # T; see, e.g., [D, Theorem II.2.1]. Let us
consider the measurable subspace function
V: T  Lat E, V(z) :=ran P(z).
It is clear that dim V(z)= j for a.e. z # T, and M= T V(z) dm(z); in
connection with direct integrals we refer to [D]. For any & # J, let us intro-
duce the measurable vector function w$&(z) :=P(z) e(&) (z # T) and the
measurable set |$& :=[z # T : w$&(z){0]. Let |(1, 1) :=|$(1, 1) , and if |+
has been already defined for every +O&, +{&, + # J, then let |& :=|$&"
(&{+O& |+). The system [|&]& # J constitutes a partition of T. For any
& # J and z # |& , let w1(z) :=w$&(z)&w$&(z)&. It is clear that the function w1
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belongs to the class F. On the other hand, for any & # J and z # |& , we
have k(w1(z))=&, whence
(w1(z), e(k(w1(z))))=(P(z) e(&)&P(z) e(&)&, e(&))=&P(z) e(&)& # (0, 1]
follows, and so w1 # F0 . Furthermore, it can be easily verified that w1 Ow
is true for every function w # F0 satisfying the condition w(z) # V(z) 
Cw1(z) =: V1(z) (z # T). Repeating the previous procedure with V1 in place
of V, we obtain a function w2 # F0 such that w1 Ow2 , (w1(z), w2(z)) is an
orthonormal system in V(z) for a.e. z # T, and w2 Ow holds for every
w # F0 having the property w(z) # V(z)   [w1(z), w2(z)](z # T). Con-
tinuing this process we obtain a sequence [wi] ji=1 # W j . Since j is finite, the
system [wi (z)] ji=1 will be an orthonormal basis in V(z), for a.e. z # T. Let
W: T  L(Ej , E) be defined by W(z) ei :=wi (z), for any 1i j and z # T.
It is immediate that W # Wj and M=WL2(Ej). Therefore, we conclude that
8b, j is a surjection.
Let us assume now that W L2(Ej)=M is also true, with another function
W # Wj . For any subspace E0 of E, let us introduce the index
k(E0) :=min[& # J : PE0 e(&){0].
It can be easily seen that k(w1(z))=k(V(z))=k(w~ 1(z)) for a.e. z # T, where
w~ 1 :=W e1 . For any & # J, let us consider the set |~ & :=[z # T : k(V(z))=&].
Given & # J, for a.e. z # |~ & we have P(z) e(&)=c(z) w~ 1(z) with some
c(z) # C"[0]. Thus w1(z)=P(z) e(&)&P(z) e(&)&=c(z) |c(z)| &1 w~ 1(z). Since
both (w1(z), e(&)) and (w~ 1(z), e(&)) are positive, we infer that w1(z)=
w~ 1(z); hence w1=w~ 1 . Iterating this process, we obtain that the sequences
[wi] ji=1 and [w~ i]
j
i=1 coincide, and so W=W . Therefore, the mapping 8b, j
is injective. Q.E.D.
Remark 7. We note that if j=, thengiven an arbitrary subspace
M # Latb, Uthe previous method provides a sequence [wi]i=1 of func-
tions in F0 such that wi Owi+1 holds for every i # N, and [wi (z)]i=1 is an
orthonormal system in V(z) for a.e. z # T. However, it may happen that
[wi (z)]i=1 spans a proper subspace of V(z) for z running through a subset
of T of positive measure. In that case WL2(E) will be a proper subspace
of M. On the other hand, it is clear that the orthogonal difference
M  WL2(E) is a subspace of L2( [e((2, i))]i=1). We recall that the
orthogonal sum of a bilateral shift of infinite multiplicity and an arbitrary
absolutely continuous unitary operator is again a bilateral shift of infinite
multiplicity.
Let us fix a positive integer j # N, and let Uj denote the restriction of U
to the subspace L2(Ej). We proceed with describing the set Latu, jU j of
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those invariant subspaces of Uj where Uj acts as a unilateral shift of multi-
plicity j. A particular element of Latu, jUj is the Hardy space H2(Ej) consisting
of the analytic elements of L2(Ej).
Let Gj denote the set of measurable operator-valued functions Q: T 
L(Ej), such that Q(z) is a unitary operator for a.e. z # T. Let G+j be the
subset consisting of the analytic elements of Gj . Let G
&
j :=[Q*: Q # G
+
j ]
be the set of coanalytic elements of Gj , and let G
0
j stand for the set of con-
stant elements of Gj . For any Q1 , Q2 # Gj , we write Q1 OQ2 if Q2*Q1 # G+j .
Since G+j & G
&
j =G
0
j , it follows that Q1 OQ2 and Q2 OQ1 simultaneously
hold if and only if Q2*Q1 # G0j . We say that the functions Q1 and Q2 coin-
cide, in notation Q1 rQ2 , if Q2*Q1 # G0j . Identifying coinciding elements, Gj
becomes a partially ordered set with the relation O introduced above.
The following statement is a version of the well-known BeurlingLax
Halmos Theorem. For its proof we refer to [He] or [Ha]; see also [Beu].
Lemma 8. For any j # N, we have
Latu, jUj=[QH 2(Ej): Q # Gj].
Furthermore, Q1H2(Ej)/Q2H2(Ej) is true if and only if Q1 OQ2 .
Let R stand for the set of all measurable subspace functions V: T 
Lat E. For any V # R, let PV denote the corresponding projection func-
tion, that is PV (z) # L(E) is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace
V(z) for a.e. z # T. To any measurable operator function W: T  L(E) we
can associate the measurable subspace function R(W) # R, defined by
R(W)(z) :=(ran W(z))& (z # T). For any V1 , V2 # R, we write V1 OV2 , if
V1(z)/V2(z) holds for a.e. z # T. The operations V1 6 V2 , V1 & V2 and
V2V1 are defined pointwise; for example, (V1 6 V2)(z) :=V1(z) 6
V2(z), z # T.
Let B denote the set of sequences [:i]i # N of disjoint Borel subsets of the
unit circle, such that i # N :i=T and 0<m(:0)<1. Let us fix a sequence
:~ =[:i] i # N # B and a positive integer n # N. For the sake of brevity, let us
use the notation fi :=e((2, i)) for i # N. Now, we define the subspace func-
tion H n, :~ # R in the following way. For every z # :0 let H n, :~ (z) := [ei]ni=1
=En , and for every j # N , z # :j let H n, :~ (z) := [[ei]ni=1 _ [ fi]
j
i=1]. Let
us consider the Hilbert space
Hn, :~ :=|

T
H n, :~ (z) dm(z)
and the operator Un, :~ :=U | Hn, :~ # L(Hn, :~ ). It is clear that Un, :~ is an
absolutely continuous unitary operator with a bilateral shift component of
multiplicity n, and that every operator of this type is unitarily equivalent to
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some Un, :~ . Therefore, Un, :~ is a model for unitary operators of the form
Ub Ua , where the multiplicity of Ub is n and Ua {0.
Let us introduce the sets
R(n, :~ ) :=[V # R : VOH n, :~ ] and G(n) := .
n
j=1
Gj .
For V# R(n, :~ ), V= stands for H n, :~ V. For any j # Nn :=[i # N :1in],
let
Wj (n, :~ ) :=[W # Wj : R(W)OH n, :~ ],
and let
W(n, :~ ) := .
n
j=1
Wj (n, :~ ).
For any W # W(n, :~ ) and Q # G(n), rank W :=j and rank Q :=j if
W # Wj (n, :~ ) and Q # Gj .
Let 2(n, :~ ) denote the set of those ordered triples $=(W, Q, V), where
W # W(n, :~ ), Q # G(n), rank W=rank Q, V # R(n, :~ ), and VOR(W)=.
For any i, j # N, let H(Ei , Ej) stand for the set of all bounded, analytic
operator functions F: T  L(Ei , Ej). Given any triples $i=(Wi , Q i , Vi) #
2(n, :~ ) with ji=rank Wi (i=1, 2), we write $1 O$2 if
Q2*W2*W1Q1 # H(Ej1 , Ej2),
V1 OV2 , and R(PR(W2)= W1)OV2 V1 .
The triples $1 and $2 are considered equal if W1=W2 , Q1 rQ2 and
V1=V2 . We note that $1 O$2 does not imply that rank W1rank W2 .
Indeed, R(W1) can be completely or partly included in V2 .
To any V # R(n, :~ ) we associate the reducing subspace
M(V) :=|

T
V(z) dm(z) # Red Un, :~ ,
and to any $=(W, Q, V) # 2(n, :~ ), with j=rank W, we associate the
nonreducing subspace
N($) :=WQH2(Ej)M(V) # Lat0Un, :~ ,
where Lat0Un, :~ :=Lat Un, :~ "Red Un, :~ .
The following theorem provides a complete description of the invariant
subspace lattice of the unitary operator Un, :~ in terms of the parameter sets
R(n, :~ ) and 2(n, :~ ).
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Theorem 9. Let n # N and :~ # B be arbitrary.
(a) The mapping 8n, :~ : R(n, :~ )  Red Un, :~ , V [ M(V) is a bijection
with the property that M(V1)/M(V2) holds if and only if V1 OV2 .
(b) The mapping 9n, :~ : 2(n, :~ )  Lat0Un, :~ , $ [ N($) is a bijection
with the property that N($1)/N($2) is true if and only if $1 O$2 .
(c) For any $=(W, Q, V) # 2(n, :~ ) and V$ # R(n, :~ ), we have
M(V$)/N($) if and only if V$OV, and we have N($)/M(V$) if and
only if (R(W) 6 V)OV$.
Proof. (a) Only surjectivity of 8n, :~ needs a proof. Given any M #
Red Un, :~ , let P # L(Hn, :~ ) be the projection onto M. Since P commutes
with the multiplication operator Un, :~ , we infer that P is decomposable,
that is, P= T P(z) dm(z), where P(z) # L(H n, :~ (z)) is a projection, for a.e.
z # T. It is clear that M=M(V), where V=R(P) # R(n, :~ ).
(b) Let N # Lat0Un, :~ be an arbitrary subspace. Let us consider the
Wold decomposition N=N0 N1 for the isometry Un, :~ | N=U | N,
where U | N0 is a unilateral shift of multiplicity j # N and U | N1 is a
unitary operator. Let N0 := [U&iN0]i # N be the space of the minimal
unitary extension of the isometry U | N0 . It is clear that the reducing sub-
space N0 is orthogonal to N1 . In view of (a) there exist subspace functions
V0 , V # R(n, :~ ) such that N0=M(V0) and N1=M(V). Orthogonality of
the reducing subspaces M(V0) and M(V) readily implies that V0(z) is
orthogonal to V(z) for a.e. z # T. Since N0 # Latb, j U and V0 6 VOH n, :~ ,
it follows that j+dim V(z)=dim(V0(z)V(z))dim H n, :~ (z)=n holds
for a.e. z # :0 , and so 1 jn. By Lemma 6 there exists W # Wj (n, :~ ) such
that N0=WL2(Ej). Let us consider the unitary transformation W : L2(Ej) 
N0 , u [ Wu. Since (W )&1 N0 # Latu, jUj , it follows by Lemma 8 that
(W )&1 N0=QH 2(Ej) is true with some Q # Gj . Therefore N0=W QH2(Ej)
=WQH 2(Ej ), and so N=N($), where $=(W, Q, V) # 2(n, :~ ) is the
ordered triple defined before.
Let us suppose now that $1 O$2 is true for the parameters $i=(Wi , Qi , Vi)
# 2(n, :~ ) (i=1, 2). We are going to show that N($1)/N($2). Since
V1 OV2 , it follows immediately that M(V1)/M(V2). We have to verify
yet that W1Q1 H2(Ej1) is contained in W2 Q2H
2(Ej2)M(V2V1), where
ji=rank Wi (i=1, 2). We know that A :=Q2*W2*W1Q1 # H(Ej1 , Ej2),
whence a simple calculation yields that
PR(W2) W1 Q1=W2 W2*W1Q1=W2Q2A.
Thus, we have
W1Q1=PR(W2) W1Q1+PR(W2)= W1 Q1=W2 Q2A+PR(W2)= W1Q1 .
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Taking into account that R(PR(W2)= W1)OV2 V1 , we obtain the required
containment relation.
In the converse direction, let us assume that N($1)/N($2). Since
M(V1)= ,
i # N
U iN($1)/ ,
i # N
U iN($2)=M(V2),
it readily follows that V1 OV2 . Using the notation ji=rank Wi (i=1, 2),
we infer that
W1Q1 H2(Ej1)/W2 Q2H
2(Ej2)M(V2V1).
Hence, for every u # H2(Ej1) there exist unique vectors w # H
2(Ej2) and
v # M(V2V1) such that W1Q1u=W2Q2wv, where &u&2=&w&2+&v&2.
Let us consider the contractive, linear transformations A: H2(Ej1)  H
2(Ej2),
u [ w and B: H2(Ej1)  M(V2 V1), u [ v. It can be easily checked that A
and B commute with the multiplication by the identical function /. It
follows that A # H(Ej1 , Ej2), and B is also an operator of multiplication by
a bounded, measurable operator function B: T  L(Ej1 , E); see, e.g.,
[SZNF, Sect. V.3]. Since W1 Q1=W2Q2 A+B and R(B)OV2V1 O
V2 OR(W2)=, we infer that Q2*W2*W1 Q1=A # H (Ej1 , Ej2). On the other
hand, the equations
W1Q1=W2 Q2 A+B=W2Q2Q2*W 2*W1Q1+B=PR(W2) W1Q1+B
yield that B=W1Q1&PR(W2)W1Q1=PR(W2)=W1Q1 , and so R(PR(W2)= W1)
OR(B)OV2 V1 . We have obtained that $1 O$2 .
Let us suppose now that N($1)=N($2). Then both $1 O$2 and $2 O$1
are true. The relations V1 OV2 and V2 OV1 result in that V1=V2 . Since
R(PR(W2)= W1)OV2 V1=[0], it follows that R(W1)OR(W2). The rela-
tion R(W2)OR(W1) can be obtained in a similar fashion, hence R(W1)=
R(W2). Since W1 , W2 # Wj with some j # Nn , we infer by Lemma 6 that
W1=W2 . Finally, the relations Q2*Q1=Q2*W2*W1Q1 # H(Ej , Ej) and
Q1*Q2=Q1*W1*W2Q2 # H (Ej , Ej) imply that Q1 rQ2 . Therefore $1=$2 .
The statements in (c) can be easily checked; their verification is left to
the reader. Q.E.D.
Given any W1 , W2 # Wn(n, :~ ) and Q1 , Q2 # Gn , we are going to charac-
terize the condition Q2*W 2*W1 Q1 # H (En , En) in terms of the partial
ordering of Gn .
We shall need some auxiliary statements.
Lemma 10. Let H0 be an arbitrary Hilbert space, let C, D # L(H0) be
injective, positive operators, and let V, W # L(H0) be unitary operators. If
CV=WD then V=W.
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Proof. The equation CV=WD implies V*C=DW*, whence
C(VW*)=WDW*=WV*C=(VW*)* C
follows. Let us consider the unitary operator Z=VW*. The equation
CZ=Z*C yields ZC=CZ*; thus C2Z=C(CZ)=CZ*C=ZC 2, and so
CZ=ZC and C12Z=ZC 12 are true. Since the operator
C12ZC 12=CZ=CVW*=WDW*
is positive and C12 has a dense range, we infer that Z is a positive unitary
operator; that is Z=I. Q.E.D.
Let L(En , En) stand for the set of all essentially bounded, measurable,
operator-valued functions F: T  L(En). For any F # L(En , En), the scalar-
valued function $F # L :=L(m) is defined by $F (z) :=det F(z), z # T.
We recall that a bounded, analytic operator-valued function 0 # H(En , En)
is called outer if (0H2(En))&=H2(En), and 0 is called inner if 0(z) is an
isometry for a.e. z # T; see [SZNF, Chap. V]. It is known that if 0 is outer,
then $F is a scalar-valued outer function; thus $F {0 and so T log |$F | dm
>& (see, e.g., [Ho, Chap. 4]).
Lemma 11. Given any F # L(En , En) with the property T log |$F | dm
>&, there exists a unique outer function 0 # H (En , En) such that |0|=
|F | and 0(0) is a positive operator.
Proof. We note first that |F | stands for the operator-valued function
defined by |F |(z) :=|F(z)|, z # T.
The existence of 0 is ensured by [SZNF, Proposition V.7.1], and
uniqueness follows from [SZNF, Proposition V.4.1] by Lemma 10. Q.E.D.
The outer function 0 corresponding to F in Lemma 11 is called the outer
companion of F and is denoted by E[F]. It is clear that E[F]=E[ |F | ].
For any operator A # L(En), A=_0(A) |A| stands for the polar decom-
position of A. We recall that _0(A) is a unitary operator if A is invertible.
For any operator-valued function F # L(En , En), _0(F ) # L(En , En) is
defined by _0(F )(z) :=_0(F(z)), z # T. In connection with the measurability
of _0(F ) we refer to [K2, Lemma 5].
Proposition 12. Let W1 , W2 # Wn(n, :~ ) and Q1 , Q2 # Gn be given, where
n # N and :~ # B . Then Q2*W2*W1 Q1 # H (En , En) is valid if and only if
|
T
log |$W2*W1| dm>&
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and
Q2*_0(W2*W1) Q1 _0(E[Q1* |W 2*W1| Q1])* # G+n .
Proof. Let us assume first that Q2*W 2*W1 Q1 # H (En , En). For a.e.
z # :0 , we have H n, :~ (z)=En , and so W1(z)=I=W2(z). For short, let us
write W=W2*W1 .
We know that A :=Q2*WQ1 # H(En , En). Since |$A |=|$Q2* $W $Q1 |=
|$W | implies /:0 |$A |=/:0 , and $A # H
, we infer that $A {0, and so
|
T
log |$W | dm=|
T
log |$A | dm>&.
In particular, $W (z){0 for a.e. z # T; thus _0(W) # Gn . The equation
Q2*WQ1=A yields Q2*_0(W) |W |Q1=_0(A) |A|, whence |W | Q1=
(_0(W)* Q2_0(A)) |A| follows. By Lemma 10 we obtain that Q1=
_0(W)* Q2 _0(A), and so Q2*_0(W) Q1=_0(A).
Let us consider the innerouter factorization A=Ai Ae of A; we may
assume that Ae(0) is positive. It is clear that |A|= |Ae | and _0(A)=
Ai _0(Ae). Hence
Q2*_0(W) Q1_0(Ae)*=Ai # G+n .
Furthermore, the equations |Ae |2=|A|2=A*A=Q1* |W | 2 Q1 show that
|Ae |=Q1* |W | Q1 , and so Ae=E[Q1* |W | Q1] follows.
In the reverse direction, we note first that, by the relation |$W |=$ |W |
=$Q1 $ |W | $Q1=$Q1* |W | Q1 , the condition T log |$W | dm>& ensures the
existence of the outer companian E[Q1* |W | Q1], and that _0(W) # Gn . We
assume that
F :=Q2*_0(W) Q1_0(E[Q1* |W | Q1])* # G+n .
From here Q2*_0(W)=F_0(E[Q1* |W | Q1]) Q1* follows, and multiplying
by |W | Q1 from the right we obtain that
Q2*WQ1=FE[Q1* |W | Q1] # H (En , En),
what was to be proved. Q.E.D.
3. INDUCED MAPPINGS OF A LATTICE ISOMORPHISM
In this section we consider the important special case, when Ub and Ua
are nonzero cyclic operators. This assumption enables us to simplify the
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notation and to provide a more transparent description of the invariant
subspace lattice.
Let B1 denote the set of Borel sets : in B such that 0<m(:)<1. For
any : # B1 , let a(:) # B stand for the sequence a(:)=[:i] i # N defined by
:0 :=T":, :1 :=: and :i :=< for all i2. Let us consider the subspace
function H : :=H 1, a(:) # R and the Hilbert space
H: :=H1, a(:)=|

T
H : dm=/T":L2e/:L2(E0),
where E0 := [e, f ], e :=e1 , f := f1 , and L2 :=L2(m). The restriction
U:=U | H:=U1, a(:) # L(H:) is model for unitary operators of the form
Ub Ua , where Ub is a nonzero cyclic bilateral shift and Ua is a nonzero
cyclic absolutely continuous, reductive unitary operator.
Let G be the set of measurable functions q: T  C, such that |q(z)|=1
for a.e. z # T. Clearly, G can be identified with G1 fixing the basis (e1) in E1 .
The subsets G+, G&, G0 of G correspond to G+1 , G
&
1 , G
0
1 , respectively,
under this identification. Furthermore, we write q1 Oq2 if q2q1 # G+; and
q1 , q2 coincide, in notation q1 rq2 , if q2q1 # G0.
For a complex number c # C, let _0(c) :=c|c| if c{0, and _0(c) :=0 if
c=0. The sign-function _0 corresponds to the transformation assigning the
partial isometry component to the operator in the polar decomposition.
For any f # L, the function _0( f ) # L is defined by _0( f )(z) :=_0( f (z))
(z # T). If f # L and T log | f | dm>&, then E[ f ] # H  denotes the
uniquely determined outer function satisfying the conditions |E[ f ]|=| f |
and E[ f ](0)0.
Given measurable vector-valued functions wi : T  E (i=1, 2), let
[w1 , w2]: T  C denote the measurable scalar-valued function, defined by
[w1 , w2](z) :=(w1(z), w2(z)) (z # T). If the functions w1 , w2 are bounded
and T log |[w1 , w2]| dm>&, then we can introduce the function
_w1, w2 :=_0([w1 , w2]) _0(E[w1 , w2]) # G,
where E[w1 , w2] :=E[[w1 , w2]] is written for simplicity.
For any : # B1 , let
F(:) :=[v # F : v(z) # H :(z) for a.e. z # T]
and
W(:) :=[w # F0 : w(z) # H :(z) for a.e. z # T],
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where F and F0 are the sets introduced in Section 2. Let S(E0) denote the
unit sphere of the Hilbert space E0 , and let us consider the subset of unit
vectors
S0(E0) :=[x # S(E0) : (x, e) # (0, 1]] _ [ f ].
It is easy to see that the vector function w belongs to W(:) exactly when
w # F(:) and w(z) # S0(E0) is true for a. e. z # T.
Let R # L(E0) be the rotation operator on E0 ; that is, Re := f and
Rf :=&e. For any : # B1 , let R: : F(:)  F(:) denote the transformation
defined by
(R:w)(z) :=/T":(z) w(z)+/:(z) Rw(z) (z # T).
Given any : # B1 , we introduce the set B(:) :=[| # B : |/:]. Two
elements |1 , |2 of B(:) are considered equal, if their symmetric difference
|1 q |2 is of Lebesgue measure zero. We define a partial ordering on B(:)
by writing |1 O|2 if m(|1"|2)=0. We shall also need the operation
|1 s |2 :=T"(|1 q |2), where |1 , |2 # B.
Let us introduce the parameter set 2(:) :=W(:)_G_B(:). Given
$i=(wi , qi , |i) # 2(:) (i=1, 2), we write $1 O$2 if
/|1 s |2 w1=/|1 s |2w2 , |
T
log |[w1 , w2]| dm>&,
q1 _w1 , w2 Oq2 , and |1 O|2 .
To any $=(w, q, |) # 2(:) we associate the subspace
N($) :=qH2w/|L2(R:w),
where H2 stands for the Hardy subspace of L2.
Finally, let R(:) :=R(1, a(:))=[V#R : VOH :]; and for any measurable
vector function w: T  E, let R(w) # R stand for the measurable subspace
function defined by R(w)(z) :=Cw(z), z # T.
By Theorem 9 and Proposition 12 we obtain the following
Corollary 13. Let : # B1 be arbitrary.
(a) The mapping 8: : R(:)  Red U: , V [ M(V) is a bijection, such
that V1 OV2 holds if and only if M(V1)/M(V2).
(b) The mapping 9: : 2(:)  Lat0 U: , $ [ N($) is a bijection, such
that $1 O$2 holds if and only if N($1)/N($2).
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(c) For any $=(w, q, |) # 2(:) and V # R(:), we have N($)/
M(V) if and only if /T"| R(w)+/|E0 OV, and we have M(V)/N($) if
and only if VO/| R(R:w).
Proof. We note only in connection with (b) that any subspace
N # Lat0 U: has the form N=qH2wM(V), where q # G, w # W(:) and
V # R(:). We know that VOR(w)=. Hence, we have
dim V(z)dim H :(z)&dim R(w)(z)=/:(z),
for a.e. z # T. Thus the set | :=[z # T : V(z){[0]] belongs to B(:).
Taking into account that dim E0=2, we obtain that V=/|R(R: w), and
so M(V)=/| L2(R: w). Q.E.D.
We shall use the convention that whenever A and B are partially ordered
sets, a mapping Z: A  B is called an isomorphism if Z is a bijection
preserving the ordering, the latter meaning that a1 Oa2 is valid if and only
if Z(a1)OZ(a2) is true.
Let :, ; # B1 be arbitrary, and let us assume that 3: Lat U:  Lat U; is
an isomorphism. We are going to explore the properties of 3.
Let us consider first the set Latb U: consisting of the subspaces
M # Lat U: such that the restriction U | M is a simple (cyclic, nonzero)
bilateral shift. We know by Lemma 6 that Latb U:=[L2w: w # W(:)], and
that, for any w1 , w2 # W(:), the relation L2w1 /L2w2 holds if and only if
w1=w2 . On the other hand, in virtue of [CG2, Lemma 3.10] the subspace
M belongs to Latb U: exactly when 3(M) is contained in Latb U; . Thus,
there exists a unique bijection T=T3 : W(:)  W(;), called the direction
mapping associated with 3, satisfying the condition
3(L2w)=L2(Tw) for all w # W(:).
Let Lat2 U: denote the set of subspaces M # Lat U: such that the restric-
tion U | M is a unitary operator of uniform multiplicity 2. It is clear that
Lat2 U:=[/| L2(E0): | # B(:)]. We infer by [CG1, Proposition 2.6; CG2,
Proposition 1.3, Lemma 3.12] that M # Lat2 U: if and only if 3(M) #
Lat2 U; . Thus, there exists a unique isomorphism ’=’3 : B(:)  B(;),
called the Borel mapping associated with 3, such that
3(/| L2(E0))=/’(|)L2(E0) for all | # B(:).
Elementary properties of these associated mappings are summarized in
the following lemma; the straightforward proof is left to the reader.
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Lemma 14. Let :, ;, 3, T, ’ be as before.
(a) For every w # W(:) and | # B(:), we have 3(/|L2w)=/’(|)L2(Tw).
(b) If /|w1=/|w2 holds for w1 , w2 # W(:), | # B(:), then
/’(|) Tw1=/’(|)Tw2 .
(c) For every w # W(:), there exists a unique isomorphism {w : G  G
such that 3(qH2w)={w(q) H2(Tw) is true, for every q # G.
The third type of invariant subspaces, we consider, are those M # Lat0 U: ,
where the unitary component of the restriction U|M is maximal. The set of
these ‘‘full’’ subspaces will be denoted by Latf U: . It is clear that
Latf U:=[qH 2w/:L2(R:w) : q # G, w # W(:)].
The following lattice-theoretic characterization can be given for Latf U: .
For any subspaces M1 , M2 # Lat U: , let us say that M1 is purely contained
in M2 , in notation M1 /
p M2 , if M1 /M2 , M1 {M2 and for any M #
Lat U: the assumption M1 /M/M2 implies that M=M1 or M=M2 .
The subspace M belongs to Latf U: if and only if there exists a sequence
[Mi] i # N of subspaces from Lat U: , such that Mi / pMi+1 for every i # N,
M=M1 , and  [Mi] i # N=H: . It follows that M # Lat f U: is true exactly
when 3(M) # Latf U; .
We are going to determine the image of a subspace qH2w/:L2(R: w)
under the isomorphism 3. In doing so, let us introduce the mapping
\: S(E0)  S0(E0) defined by \(x) :=_0((x, e) ) x if (x, e) {0, and by
\(x) :=_0((x, f ) ) x if (x, e)=0. Then the mapping \*: F(:)  W(:) is
defined by (\*v)(z) :=\(v(z)) (z # T).
Lemma 15. For every w # W(:), there exists a unique isomorphism
{*w : G  G such that
3(qH 2w/:L2(R:w))={*w(q) H 2(Sw)/;L2(R;Sw)
holds for every q # G, where
S=S3 :=\*R&1; T\
*R: : W(:)  W(;)
is called the codirection mapping associated with 3.
Proof. Given w # W(:) and q # G, let us consider the subspace
N=qH2w/:L2(R: w) # Latf U: . Then N$=3(N) # Latf U; is of the
form N$=q$H 2w$/;L2(R;w$), with some q$ # G and w$ # W(;). By
[CG2, Lemma 3.12] the unitary component of N is transformed into the
unitary component of N$; that is, 3(/:L2(R:w))=/;L2(R;w$). On the other
hand, by Lemma 14 we know the equation 3(/:L2(R:w))=/;L2(T\*R:w).
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Taking into account that /T";R;w$=/T";e=/T";(T\*R:w), we infer that
\*R;w$=T\*R:w, whence w$=\*R&1; T\
*R:w easily follows.
Observing that q1H 2w/:L2(R:w) is contained in q2 H2w/:L2(R: w)
if and only if q1 Oq2 , we obtain the statement. Q.E.D.
The available transformation formulas enable us to establish a conserva-
tion law for the direction mapping T3 .
Lemma 16. Let 3: Lat U:  Lat U; be an isomorphism, where :,
; # B1 , and let T=T3 be the associated direction mapping. Then
|
:
log(1&|[w1 , w2]|2) dm>&
is valid for w1 , w2 # W(:), if and only if
|
;
log(1&|[Tw1 , Tw2]|2) dm>&.
Proof. Given w1 , w2 # W(:), let us consider the subspaces N1(q) :=
qH2w1 and N2(q) :=qH2w2 /: L2(R: w2), where q # G.
By Corollary 13 there exist q1 , q2 # G such that N1(q1)/N2(q2) if and
only if : log |[w1 , w2]| dm=T log |[w1 , w2]| dm>&.
Let us consider also the subspaces N$1(q) :=qH2(Tw1) and N$2(q) :=
qH2(Sw2)/;L2(R;Sw2), where q # G and S=S3 . We know by Lemmas
14 and 15 and [CG2, Lemma 3.8] that
[3(N1(q)): q # G]=[N$1(q): q # G]
and
[3(N2(q)): q # G]=[N$2(q): q # G].
Thus, the existence of q1 , q2 # G with the property N1(q1)/N2(q2) is
equivalent to the existence of q1 , q2 # G such that N$1(q1)/N$2(q2),
which is equivalent to the condition ; log |[Tw1 , Sw2]| dm>&. We
have obtained that : log |[w1 , w2]| dm>& happens exactly when
; log |[Tw1 , Sw2]| dm>&.
Therefore, given any w1 ,w2 # W(:), the condition : log |[w1 ,\*R&1: w2]| dm
>& is equivalent to ; log |[Tw1 , S\*R&1: w2]| dm>&. However,
we have
/: |[w1 , \*R&1: w2]|
2=/: |[w1 , R&1: w2]|
2=/:(1&|[w1 , w2]|2)
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and
/; |[Tw1 , S\*R&1: w2]|
2=/; |[Tw1 , \*R&1; T\
*R:\*R&1: w2]|
2
=/; |[Tw1 , R&1; Tw2]|
2=/;(1&|[Tw1 , Tw2]| 2),
and so the statement follows. Q.E.D.
On the base of Lemma 16, we are going to detect metrical properties of
the Borel mapping ’=’3 associated with the isomorphism 3. It will be
convenient to work with angles of unit vectors.
The angle of the unit vectors x, y # S(E), denoted by ang(x, y), is the
(uniquely determined) number . # [0, ?2] satisfying the condition cos .
=|(x, y) |. We note that ang(x, y)=ang( y, x)=ang(cx, dy), whenever
c, d # T. By the following lemma the triangle inequality is true for angles.
Lemma 17. For any unit vectors x1 , x2 , x3 # S(E), we have
ang(x1 , x2)ang(x1 , x3)+ang(x2 , x3).
Proof. Though this statement is certainly known, we provide a proof
for the sake of completeness and since we are not able to point out an easy
reference.
We may assume that the vectors x1 , x2 , x3 are pairwise linearly inde-
pendent. Let us consider the subspace M= [x1 , x2] and the vector
x~ 3 :=PM x3 . We may assume that x~ 3 {0; let x$3 :=x~ 3 &x~ 3&. Then x3=
&x~ 3& x$3+x"3 , where x"3 is orthogonal to M. For i=1, 2, we can write
|(xi , x3) |=&x~ 3& |(x i , x$3) ||(xi , x$3) |, hence ang(x i , x3)ang(x i , x$3).
Let us consider the angles . :=ang(x1 , x2),  :=ang(x1 , x$3), and the
vector x$2 :=x~ 2 &x~ 2&, where x~ 2 :=x2&(x2 , x1)x1 {0. Since x2=(c cos .) x1
+(d sin .) x$2 and x$3=(c$ cos ) x1+(d $ sin ) x$2 , with some c, d, c$, d $ # T,
we infer that
|(x2 , x$3) |cos . cos +sin . sin =cos( |.&| ),
and so ang(x2 , x$3)|.&|. Thus
ang(x1 , x3)+ang(x2 , x3)ang(x1 , x$3)+ang(x2 , x$3)
9+|.&|.=ang(x1 , x2),
what was to be proved. Q.E.D.
For any vector functions v1 , v2 # F, the function ang(v1 , v2): T 
[0, ?2] is defined by (ang(v1 , v2))(z) :=ang(v1(z), v2(z)), z # T. It is clear
that ang(v1 , v2) is measurable.
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The function &=&3 :=ang(Te, Tf ) is called the angle function associated
with the isomorphism 3: Lat U:  Lat U; . Here T=T% is the direction
mapping associated with 3, and e, f stand for the constant functions
defined on T and taking on the value e, f, respectively. It is immediate that
log(1&|[Te, Tf ]|2)=2 log sin &, and so we obtain by Lemma 16 that
|
;
log sin & dm>&.
Lemma 18. Let &=&3 be the angle function associated with the isomor-
phism 3: Lat U:  Lat U; , where :, ; # B1 . Then, for every N # N, there
exist vector functions w1 , w2 # W(:) such that
ang(w1 , w2)=
?
2N
/: and ang(Tw1 , Tw2)
&
N
.
Proof. For any integer 0 jN, let us define the vector function
w$j # W(:) by
w$j (z) :=\cos j?2N+ e+\sin
j?
2N+ f if z # :,
and by w$j (z) :=e if z # T":; and let wj" :=Tw$j # W(;). For any 1 jN,
let us consider the Borel set
|"j, 0 :=[z # ; : ang(w"j&1 , wj")(z)&(z)N].
Let |"1 :=|"1, 0 , and let | j" :=|"j, 0"(1i< j |i") for 1< jN.
We know by Lemma 17 that
:
N
j=1
ang(w"j&1 , wj")ang(w"0 , w"N)=&;
hence ; is the disjoint union of the sets [|j"]Nj=1 . For any 1 jN, let
|$j :=’&1(|j") # B(:), where ’=’3 is the associated Borel mapping; and
let |$0 :=T":. Then, applying the localization property of T=T3 appear-
ing in Lemma 14(b), we can easily verify that the vector functions
w1 :=/|$0 w$0+ :
N
j=1
/|$j w$j&1 and w2 :=/|$0 w$0+ :
N
j=1
/|$j w$j
satisfy the required conditions. Q.E.D.
The main result of this section is the following
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Proposition 19. Let :, ; # B1 be given, and let us assume that 3: Lat U:
 Lat U; is an isomorphism. Then the Borel mapping ’=’3 : B(:)  B(;),
associated with 3, is a metrical isomorphism; that is, there exist positive
numbers c1 and c2 such that
c1m(|)m(’(|))c2m(|)
holds, for every | # B(:).
Proof. Let us suppose that ’ is not a metrical isomorphism. Then there
exists a sequence [|k]k # N of disjoint Borel sets of positive measure in
B(:) such that infk # N m(|$k)m(|k)=0 or infk # N m(|k)m(|$k)=0 holds,
where |$k=’(|k) (k # N). We may assume that infk # N m(|$k)m(|k)=0 is
true, since the other case can be treated analogously, reversing the roles of
: and ;. Turning to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that
m(|$k)2&km(|k) for every k # N.
Applying the inequalities 2x?sin xx (x # [0, ?2]) and the fact that
e2t&2et>1 whenever t # [1, ), we can easily verify that, for every k # N,
there exists a positive integer Nk such that
&2m(|k) log sin
?
2Nk
&1.
Given any k # N, by Lemma 18 there exist vector functions w1, k , w2, k #
W(:) such that
ang(w1, k , w2, k)=
?
2Nk
/: and ang(Tw1, k , Tw2, k)
&
Nk
.
Let us consider the functions w1 , w2 # W(:) defined by
/:w1 :=/|0 e+ :

k=1
/|k w1, k and /:w2 :=/|0 f + :

k=1
/|k w2, k ,
where |0 :=:"(k # N |k). Let us introduce also the set |$0 :=;"(k # N |$k).
Now, we have
|
:
log(1&|[w1 , w2]|2) dm= :

k=1
2m(|k) log sin
?
2Nk
 :

k=1
&2=&.
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On the other hand, exploiting again the localization property in Lemma
14(b), we infer that
|
;
log(1&|[Tw1 , Tw2]|2) dm
=|
|$0
2 log sin & dm+ :

k=1
2 |
|$k
log sin ang(Tw1, k , Tw2, k) dm
2 |
|$0
log sin & dm+2 :

k=1
|
|$k
log sin
&
Nk
dm
2 |
|$0
log sin & dm+2 :

k=1
|
|$k
log \ 4?2 &
?
2Nk+ dm
2 |
;
log sin & dm+4 log
2
?
+2 :

k=1
2&km(|k) log sin
?
2Nk
2 |
;
log sin & dm+4 log
2
?
&4 :

k=1
2&k>&.
Thus, we have obtained that
|
:
log(1&|[w1 , w2]|2) dm=&
and
|
;
log(1&|[Tw1 , Tw2]|2) dm>&,
which contradicts Lemma 16. Therefore, the Borel mapping ’ must be a
metrical isomorphism. Q.E.D.
4. METRICAL SPECTRAL EQUIVALENCE AS A
NECESSARY CONDITION
The following statement makes it possible to reduce the proof of
Theorem 2 to Proposition 19.
Proposition 20. Let :~ =[:i] i # N , ; =[;i]i # N # B be given, and let us
consider the sets :=i # N :i , ;=i # N ;i # B1 . Let us assume that
Lat Un, :~ rLat Un, ; is true with some n # N. Then there exists an isomor-
phism 3: Lat U:  Lat U; such that ’(:i)=;i is valid, for every i # N ,
where ’: B(:)  B(;) is the Borel mapping associated with 3.
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Proof. Let 3 : Lat Un, :~  Lat Un, ; be an isomorphism, with a given
n # N. Since H: # Red Un, :~ , it follows by [CG2, Proposition 3.13] that K :=
3 (H:) # Red Un, ; , and so K is a direct integral K= T K (z) dm(z),
where K # R(n, ; ).
For any k # N , a subspace M # Lat U will be called a k-subspace, if the
restriction U | M is a unitary operator of uniform multiplicity k. For k # N,
we say that M # Lat Un, :~ is a full k-subspace in Lat Un, :~ , if M is a k-sub-
space and M & M$=[0] is true, whenever M$ # Lat Un, :~ is an l-subspace
with some l>k. It is clear that, for every k # N, kn, the largest full k-sub-
space in Lat Un, :~ is /:k&n Hn, :~ . Therefore, applying [CG1, Proposition 2.6]
we obtain that
3 (/:i Hn, :~ )=/;i Hn, ;
holds, for every i # N0 :=N _ [0]. Taking into account that /:Hn, :~ is the
largest -subspace in Lat Un, :~ , we infer also that 3 (/: Hn, :~ )=/; Hn, ; .
For i=1, 2, let Mi # Lat U be a ki -subspace, where k i # N ; and let us
assume that M1 /M2 . We say that M1 is complete in M2 , if for any k1-sub-
space M # Lat U the conditions M1 /M/M2 imply that M1=M. Since
/:0 H: is a complete 1-subspace in /:0 Hn, :~ , it follows that 3 (/:0 H:) is a
complete 1-subspace in 3 (/:0Hn, :~ )=/;0 Hn, ; . Similarly, for any i # N , the
subspace /:i H: is a complete 2-subspace in /:i Hn, :~ , and so 3 (/:i H:) must
be a complete 2-subspace in 3 (/:i Hn, :~ )=/;i Hn, ; .
In particular, we obtain that
dim K (z)=/:0(z)+2/T":0(z)
is true for a. e. z # T. There exists a decomposable unitary transformation
V= T V (z) dm(z) # L(H; , K); that is, V (z) # L(H ;(z), K (z)) is a
unitary transformation for a.e. z # T. It is clear that V intertwines U; with
the restriction U | K. We can easily verify that the mapping
3: Lat U:  Lat U; , M [ V &1(3 (M))
is an isomorphism satisfying the condition
3(/:i H:)=/;i H; , i # N .
Therefore, ’(:i)=;i (i # N) is true for the associated Borel mapping ’.
Q.E.D.
Now, the proof of Theorem 2 can be easily completed.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let U # L(H) and V # L(K) be isometries such
that Ub {0. Let us assume that Lat UrLat V. We know by Theorem D
that Lat (Ub Ua)rLat (Vb Va), Ub $Vb , and Ua t
t Va . We may
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assume that Ua {0, and so the multiplicity n of Ub is finite: n # N. There
exist sequences :~ =[:i]i # N , ; =[;i] i # N # B such that Ub Ua $Un, :~ and
Vb Va $Un, ; . It is clear that 0Ua=[:i] i # N and 0Va=[;i]i # N . Since
Lat Un, :~ rLat Un, ; , Propositions 19 and 20 imply that 0Ua t
m 0Va ; that is,
Ua and Va are metrically spectral equivalent. Q.E.D.
5. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR ISOMORPHISM
IN THE UNITARY CASE
In this section we consider unitary operators of the form Ub Ua , where
Ub {0 is cyclic and Ua {0 is arbitrary. We have seen that U1, :~ (:~ # B ) is
a functional model for operators of that kind. The parametrization of
Lat U1, :~ , in particular, the description of the partial ordering on the
parameter set 2(1, :~ ), is much more transparent than in the general case
Lat Un, :~ (n # N). To simplify the notation, for any :~ # N , let H :~ :=H 1, :~ ,
U:~ :=U1, :~ , R(:~ ) :=R(1, :~ ) and W(:~ ) :=[w # W 1 : R(w)OH :~ ]. The
parameter set of Lat0 U:~ is
2(:~ ) :=[(w, q, V) # W(:~ )_G_R(:~ ) : VOR(w)=].
Given $i=(wi , qi , Vi) # 2(:~ ) (i=1, 2), we write $1 O$2 if
|
T
log |[w1 , w2]| dm>&, q1_w1 , w2 Oq2 ,
V1 OV2 , and R(PR(w2)= w1)OV2  V1 .
By Theorem 9 and Proposition 12 we obtain the following
Corollary 21. Let :~ # B be arbitrary. The mappings 8:~ : R(:~ ) 
Red U:~ , V [ M(V), and 9:~ : 2(:~ )  Lat0 U:~ , $=(w, q, V) [ N($) :=
qH2wM(V) are isomorphisms. Furthermore, for any $=(w, q, V) # 2(:~ )
and V$ # R(:~ ), we have M(V$)/N($) if and only if V$OV, and we have
N($)/M(V$) if and only if R(w) 6 VOV$.
Let :~ , ; # B be metrically equivalent sequences. Given a measurable
function .: T  T such that .(;i)=:i holds for every i # N , and given an
isomorphism {: G  G, we can define a mapping 3: Lat U:~  Lat U; by
3(M(V$)) :=M(V$ b .)
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and
3(qH2wM(V)) :={(q) H2(w b .)M(V b .),
where V$ # R(:~ ) and (w, q, V) # 2(:~ ). This transformation 3 will be called
the subspace mapping associated with . and {. If . is a ‘‘bijection,’’ then 3
establishes isomorphism between the reducing subspace lattices. The rela-
tion VOR(w)= readily implies that V b .OR(w b .)=. Furthermore, if 3
is an isomorphism (between the whole lattices Lat U:~ and Lat U; ) then, for
any w1 , w2 # W(:~ ), the condition T log |[w1 , w2]| dm>& should be
equivalent to T log |[w1 b ., w2 b .]| dm>&. (See the argument
applied in the proof of Lemma 16.) Therefore, . must be a ‘‘metrical
isomorphism.’’ First of all we are going to show the existence of a function
. with the required properties.
Lemma 22. Let # be a Borel subset of the interval [0, 1) such that c :=
+(#) # (0, 1), where + stands for the Lebesgue measure on the real line R.
Then, there exists an injective function : [0, c)  [0, 1) satisfying the
following conditions: (i) |/[0, c) is a Borel set if and only if (|) is a
Borel set; (ii) +(|)=+((|)) is true for every Borel set |/[0, c); (iii)
#0 :=([0, c))/# and +(#"#0)=0.
Proof. For any Borel set |/R, there exists a largest open set 0 in R
such that +(0 & |)=0. The closed set |= :=R"0 can be called the closure
of | with respect to the measure +. It is clear that |=/| and
+(|"|=)=0 hold, if | is a closed set.
Let us assume first that #=#=. The function (t) :=+([0, t] & #)=
t0 /#(s) ds, 0t1, is increasing, absolutely continuous, and (0)=0,
(1)=c. If t1 , t2 , t3 # # and t1<t2<t3 , then +((t1 , t3) & #)>0, and so
(t1)<(t2). On the other hand, if s # [0, 1]"#, then (s)=(ts) is valid,
where ts # # is any point satisfying the condition |s&ts |=min[ |s&t$|: t$ # #].
Let us omit the number t from # if there exists t$ # # such that t$<t and
(t$, t)/[0, 1]"#. Omitting also max #, the remaining Borel set will be
denoted by #0 . Since countably many points have been dropped, the equa-
tion +(#"#0)=0 is true. It can be easily seen that the restriction 0 :=
 | #0 : #0  [0, c) is a strictly increasing surjection. Thus, the inverse  :=
&10 : [0, c)  #0 is a strictly increasing surjection too; measurability of 
readily follows. Let 4 be the system of Borel sets |/[0, c) such that (|)
is measurable and +((|))=+(|). Since 4 is a _-algebra containing the
open intervals, it follows that 4 includes all Borel subsets of [0, c). There-
fore, the statement is proved if #=#=.
In the general case we can find a sequence [#j]j # N of disjoint Borel
subsets of # such that cj :=+(#j)>0, #j=# =j hold for every j # N, and
+(#"(j # N #j))=0. For any j # N, let j : [0, cj)  #j, 0(/#j) be the strictly
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increasing surjection provided by the previous method with #=#j . Then
the function : [0, c)  #0=j # N #j, 0 , defined by (t) :=1(t) if t # [0, c1),
and by (t) :=j (t& j&1i=1 ci) if t # [
j&1
i=1 ci , 
j
i=1 ci) and j2, will possess
all the required properties. Q.E.D.
Let :~ , ; # B be metrically equivalent sequences. The function .: T  T
is called a metrical isomorphism adjusted to the pair (:~ , ; ) if : (i) .(|),
.&1(|) # B is true, for every | # B; (ii) there exist positive numbers c1 , c2
such that c1m(|)m(.(|))c2 m(|) are valid, for every | # B; and (iii)
for every i # N , there exist :i, 0 , ;i, 0 # B such that :i, 0 /:i , ;i, 0 /; i ,
m(:i ":i, 0)=m(;i";i, 0)=0 and .|;i, 0 : ;i, 0  :i, 0 is a measurable bijection
with a measurable inverse.
Proposition 23. Given any metrically equivalent sequences :~ , ; # B ,
there exits a metrical isomorphism .: T  T adjusted to (:~ , ; ).
Proof. Let us consider the set J :=[i # N : m(:i){0] and the bijection
\: [0, 1)  T, t [ e2?ti. For any i # J, let #i :=\&1(:i), $i :=\&1(; i),
ci :=+(#i)=m(: i) and di :=+($ i)=m(;i). Let i : [0, c i)  #i, 0(/# i) and

* , i
: [0, di)  $ i, 0(/$i) be the bijections provided by Lemma 22 with
#=#i and #=$i , respectively. Setting :i, 0 :=\(#i, 0) and ;i, 0 :=\($i, 0), let
us define the bijection .i : ;i, 0  :i, 0 by .i (z) :=\(i (ci d &1i 
&1
* , i
(\&1(z)))),
z # ;i, 0 . For i # N "J, let :i, 0 :=<, ;i, 0 :=<. It is easy to verify that the
function .: T  T, defined by .(z) :=.i (z) if z # ;i, 0 , i # J, and by .(z) :=1
if z # T"(i # J ; i, 0), is a metrical isomorphism adjusted to the pair (:~ , ; ).
Q.E.D.
Let :~ , ; # B be metrically equivalent sequences, and let us fix a metrical
isomorphism .: T  T adjusted to (:~ , ; ). Let us assume that the subspace
mapping 3: Lat U:~ Lat U; , associated with . and an isomorphism {: GG,
is an isomorphism. Let w1 , w2#W(:~ ) be such that T log |[w1 , w2]| dm>&.
Since . is a metrical isomorphism, we know that T log |[w1 b ., w2 b .]| dm
>& holds also. Let V2 :=R(w2)= # R(:~ ) and V$2 :=V2 b .=R(w2 b .)=
# R(; ). Given any q1 , q2 # G, the condition q1_w1, w2 Oq2 is equivalent to
q1 H2w1 /q2 H2w2 M(V2), which is valid exactly when {(q1) H2(w1 b .)
/{(q2) H2(w2 b .)M(V$2), the latter being equivalent to {(q1) _w1 b ., w2 b .
O{(q2). This observation provides the motivation to search for an isomor-
phism {: G  G such that
{(q_w1, w2)={(q) _w1 b ., w2 b . (q # G)
is true, whenever T log |[w1 , w2]| dm>&.
We shall construct an appropriate isomorphism {: G  G in two steps,
first giving the definition on a special subset of G.
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Let us introduce the sets : :=T":0 and ; :=T";0 , belonging to B1 . Let
G* :=G+G& and G: :=[q # G : /:0 q=/:0].
Let H(:) denote the set of outer functions  # H  such that /:0 ||=/:0
and (0)>0. Then
H
*
(:) :={’ : , ’ # H (:)= and G:* :=[_0( f ): f # H*(:)].
Finally, let us consider the set
G0(:) :=G*G:*G: .
The following lemma exhibits the peculiar behavior of the partial ordering
on the subclass G0(:) of G.
Lemma 24. For any functions fi # G*, gi # H*
(:), and h i # G: (i=1, 2),
the relation f1_0(g1) h1 O f2_0(g2) h2 is valid if and only if f1 O f2 , g1= g2 ,
and h1=h2 .
Proof. Let us assume that f1_0(g1) h1 O f2_0(g2) h2 , and let ui , vi # G+,
i , ’i # H (:) be chosen so that f i=u ivi and g i=i ’ i (i=1, 2). There
exists a function u # G+ such that
u1v1 _0(1) _0(’1) h1=uu2v2_0(2) _0(’2) h2 .
We obtain that
u1(z) v2(z) 1(z) ’2(z)=u(z) u2(z) v1(z) 2(z) ’1(z)
holds, for a.e. z # :0 . Since :0 is of positive measure and the functions
appearing here are analytic, it follows that
u1 v21 ’2=uu2v12 ’1 .
We infer by the uniqueness of the innerouter factorization that u1v2=uu2v1
and 1 ’2=2’1 , whence f1=uf2 and g1= g2 immediately follow, and so
h1=h2 must be also true. (In connection with the classical results on
analytic functions, applied here, we refer to [Ho, Ru].)
Since the reverse direction is evident, the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
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Since .: T  T is a metrical isomorphism, it follows that T log | b .| dm
>& is valid, for every  # H(:). Given any g # H
*
(:), let , ’ # H(:)
be chosen so that g=’. The function
g V . :=
E[ b .]
E[’ b .]
clearly belongs to H
*
(;). If g=$’$ is also true with some other $,
’$ # H(:), then the equations
E[ b .] E[’$ b .]=E[(’$) b .]=E[($’) b .]=E[$ b .] E[’ b .]
imply that E[ b .]E[’ b .]=E[$ b .]E[’$ b .]. Thus, the definition of
g V . does not depend on the particular choice of  and ’. It is also easy
to see that
( g1g2) V .=(g1 V .)(g2 V .)
is true, for every g1 , g2 # H*
(:).
Now, the mapping {0 : G0(:)  G0(;) is defined by
{0( f_0(g) h) := f_0(g V .)(h b .),
where f # G*, g # H
*
(:) and h # G: . The previous lemma ensures that {0 is
well defined.
Lemma 25. The transformation {0 : G0(:)  G0(;) is a multiplicative
isomorphism.
Proof. In view of Lemma 24, it is easy to verify that {0 is an isomorphism.
Given qi= fi _0(gi) hi # G0(:), where f i # G*, gi # H*
(:), and hi # G:
(i=1, 2), the product q1 q2=( f1 f2) _0(g1g2)(h1h2) also belongs to G0(:),
and the equation {0(q1q2)={0(q1) {0(q2) readily follows. Q.E.D.
We say that the unimodular functions q1 and q2 # G are :-equivalent, if
q1 q2 # G0(:). Taking into account that the set G0(:) is closed under con-
jugation and multiplication and that G0(:) contains the constant function
1, we infer that :-equivalence is an equivalence relation on G. Let G(:)
denote the system of the corresponding equivalence classes.
Lemma 26. The sets G(:) and G(;) are of the same cardinality.
Proof. Let #, $ # B1 be disjoint subsets of :0 , and let #$, $$ # B1 be dis-
joint subsets of ;0 .
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Let us assume that the functions q1 , q2 # G# are :-equivalent. Then,
there exist functions u, v # G+, , ’ # H(:) and h # G: such that q1q2 =
uv _0() _0(’) h, and so q1 q2v_0(’)=u_0() h. We obtain that v(z) ’(z)=
u(z) (z) is true, for a.e. z # $. Since $ is of positive Lebesgue measure, it
follows that v’=u, and by the uniqueness of the innerouter factorization
we infer that u=v and =’. Thus q1 q2 =h must hold, and since q1 , q2 #
G# , h # G: , and : & #=<, we conclude that q1 q2 =1; that is, q1=q2 . We
have obtained that distinct elements of G# cannot be :-equivalent; therefore
card G(:)card G# .
On the other hand, any function q # G can be factored into the product
q=q1q2 , where q1 :=/:+/:0 q # G:0 and q2 :=/: q+/:0 # G: /G0(:). Since
the arbitrarily chosen q # G is :-equivalent to q1 # G:0 , it follows that
card G:0card G(:).
We can obtain in a similar fashion that card G#$card G(;)card G;0 .
Hence, it remains to show that card G|=card G|$ is true, for all Borel sets
|, |$ # B1 . However, given any |, |$ # B1 , by Proposition 23 there exists a
metrical isomorphism : T  T adjusted to the pair (a(|), a(|$)) # B _B .
It is clear that the mapping *: G|  G|$ , q [ q b  is a bijection, and so
card G|=card G|$ . Q.E.D.
Let us consider the transformation ?: : G  G(:), q [ qG0(:). By the
axiom of choice there exists a mapping \: : G(:)  G such that the com-
position ?: b \: is the identity; we may assume that \:(G0(:))=1. Let G1(:)
denote the range of \: . In view of Lemma 26, there exists a bijection
{1 : G1(:)  G1(;) such that {1(1)=1. Let us consider the surjections
and
}: : G  G1(:), }:(q) :=\:(?:(q))
*: : G  G0(:), *:(q) :=q }:(q) (q # G).
The transformation {: G  G, defined by
{(q) :={0(*:(q)) {1(}:(q)) (q # G),
is called a companion of the metrical isomorphism .: T  T.
Proposition 27. If {: G  G is a companion mapping of the metrical
isomorphism .: T  T, adjusted to the pair (:~ , ; ) # B _B , then { is an iso-
morphism, such that {(q1 q2)={(q1) {(q2) holds, for every q1 # G0(:) and
q2 # G.
Proof. It is clear that };({(q))={1(}:(q)) and *;({(q))={0(*:(q)) are
true, for every q # G. Since {1 is a bijection and {0 is an isomorphism by
Lemma 25, it is easy to verify that { is an isomorphism, as well.
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Let us assume now that q1 # G0(:) and q2 # G. Then }:(q1 q2)=}:(q2)
and *:(q1 q2)=q1*:(q2). Taking into account that {0 is multiplicative by
Lemma 25, we obtain that
{(q1q2)={0(q1 *:(q2)) {1(}:(q2))={0(q1) {0(*:(q2)) {1(}:(q2))={(q1) {(q2),
which was to be proved. Q.E.D.
The main result of this section is the following
Theorem 28. If the sequences :~ , ; # B are metrically equivalent, then the
unitary operators U:~ and U; have isomorphic invariant subspace lattices.
Proof. Let us assume that :~ , ; # B are metrically equivalent. By
Proposition 23 there exists a metrical isomorphism .: T  T adjusted to
(:~ , ; ). Let {: G  G be a companion mapping of .. We know by Proposi-
tion 27 that { is an isomorphism.
Let w1 , w2 # W(:~ ) be any functions such that T log |[w1 , w2]| dm
>&. It is clear that _0([w1 , w2]) # G: and E[w1 , w2] # H(:); hence
_w1 , w2=_0([w1 , w2]) _0(E[w1 , w2]) belongs to G0(:). Since the function .
is a metrical isomorphism, we readily infer that T log |[w1 b ., w2 b .]| dm
>& is also true. Furthermore, we have
{(_w1, w2)={0(_w1, w2)=(_0([w1 , w2]) b .) _0(E[w1 , w2] V .)
=_0([w1 b ., w2 b .]) _0(E[w1 b ., w2 b .])=_w1 b ., w2 b . .
Therefore, if q1_w1 , w2 Oq2 is valid with some q1 , q2 # G, then we obtain by
Proposition 27 that
{(q1) _w1 b ., w2 b .={(q1) {(_w1, w2)={(q1_w1, w2)O{(q2).
Let 3: Lat U:~  Lat U; be the subspace mapping associated with .
and {. In view of Corollary 21, it is easy to verify now that 3 is an
isomorphism. Q.E.D.
At this point we are able to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Necessity of the conditions follows from Theorem
D and Theorem 2.
In the other direction, Theorem 28 implies that Lat(Ub Ua)r
Lat(Vb Va). Taking into account that singular unitary operators are
reductive (see, e.g., [CG2, Corollary 3.3]), we infer by Corollary B that
Lat Us rLat Vs . Since Lat(Ub Ua Us) splits into the direct sum of
Lat(Ub Ua) and Lat Us , and the same is true for V (see, e.g., [K1,
Lemma 1]), we conclude that the invariant subspace lattices of the
operators Ub Ua Us and Vb Va Vs are isomorphic. Q.E.D.
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6. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR ISOMORPHISM
IN THE NONUNITARY CASE
Given any sequence :~ # B , let us introduce the subspace function
H +:~ :=H :~  R(e1) and the Hilbert space H
+
:~ :=H
2e1 M(H +:~ ). The
restriction U +:~ :=U | H
+
:~ is a model for isometries of the form Uu Ua ,
where Uu {0 is a cyclic unilateral shift and Ua {0 is an arbitrary absolutely
continuous, reductive unitary operator.
Let us consider the sets
R+(:~ ) :=[V # R(:~ ) : VOH +:~ ],
W+(:~ ) :={w # W(:~ ) : |T log |[w, e1]| dm>&=
and
2+(:~ ) :=[(w, q, V) # W +(:)_G+_R+(:~ ) : VOR(w)=].
For any $i=(wi , qi , Vi) # 2+(:~ ) (i=1, 2), we write $1 O$2 if
q1 Oq2 , V1 OV2 , and R(PR(w2)= w1)OV2  V1 .
Proposition 29. Let :~ # B be arbitrary. The mappings
8+:~ : R
+(:~ )  Red U +:~ , V [ M(V),
and
9 +:~ : 2
+(:~ )  Lat0 U +:~ ,
$=(w, q, V) [ N+($) :=q _w, e1 H
2wM(V)
are isomorphisms. Furthermore, for any $=(w, q, V) # 2+(:~ ) and V$ #
R+(:~ ) we have M(V$)/N+($) if and only if V$OV, and N+($)/
M(V$) never holds.
Proof. It is enough to show that 9 +:~ is an isomorphism. We know by
Corollary 21 that 9 +:~ is a bijection, and that, given any $i=(wi , qi , Vi) #
2+(:~ ) (i=1, 2), the containment N +($1)/N +($2) is true if and only
if T log |[w1 , w2]| dm>&, q1 _w1, e1 _w1, w2 Oq2 _w2, e1 , V1 OV2 and
R(PR(w2)= w1)OV2  V1 . Let us assume that these relations are valid. In
particular, there exists u # G+ such that q1 _w1, e1 _w1, w2=uq2 _w2, e1 . Then
q1(z) E[w1 , e1](z)=u(z) q2(z) E[w1 , w2](z) E[w2 , e1](z)
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is true, for a.e. z # :0 . Since :0 is of positive measure, we infer that
q1 E[w1 , e1]=uq2E[w1 , w2] E[w2 , e1], whence the coincidence of the
inner parts follows: q1=uq2 . Thus q1 Oq2 , and so $1 O$2 .
Conversely, let us assume that $1 O$2 . Let us consider the decomposition
w1=[w1 , w2] w2+v, where v=PR(w2)=w1 . Since v(z) # V2(z)  V1(z)/
H +:~ (z) holds for a.e. z # T, it follows that [w1 , e1]=[w1 , w2][w2 , e1].
Taking into account that w1 , w2#W+(:~ ), we obtain that T log |[w1 , w2]| dm
>&. On the other hand, we infer that _0([w1 , e1])=_0([w1 , w2])
_0([w2 , e1]) and E[w1 , e1]=E[w1 , w2] E[w2 , e1], whence _w1 , e1=
_w1 , w2_w2 , e1 easily follows. Thus, the relation q1 Oq2 readily implies that
q1 _w1 , e1 _w1 , w2 Oq2 _w2, e1 . Therefore, the subspace N
+($1) is contained in
N+($2). Q.E.D.
We shall need the following elementary statement about projections on
complementary subspaces.
Lemma 30. Let x, y # E be unit vectors of the form x=!e1+x1 ,
y=’e1+ y1 , where !, ’ # (0, 1], x1 , y1 # E$ := [ fi] i # N and y1 {0. If
v :=x&(x, y) y belongs to E$, then v=x1&&y1&&2 (x1 , y1) y1 .
Proof. Since v belongs to the subspace E$, we obtain that
0=PCe1v=!e1&(x, y) ’e1=(!&!’
2&(x1 , y1) ’) e1 ,
whence (x1 , y1)=(!’)&!’ follows. Thus, we infer that
v&(x1&&y1&&2 (x1 , y1) y1)
=PE$v&x1+&y1&&2 (x1 , y1) y1
=x1&(x, y) y1&x1+&y1&&2 (x1 , y1) y1
=[&!’+(&1+(1&’2)&2)((!’)&!’)] y1=0,
what was to be proved. Q.E.D.
The main result of this section is the following
Theorem 31. If the sequences :~ , ; # B are topologically equivalent, then
the isometries U +:~ and U
+
; have isomorphic invariant subspace lattices.
Proof. Let :~ , ; # B be topologically equivalent sequences, and let us
consider the set J :=[i # N : m(:i)>0]. In view of Lemma 22 (see also the
proof of Proposition 23), there exists a function .: T  T having the
following properties: (i) .(|), .&1(|) # B is true for every | # B; (ii) for
every i # J there exist :i, 0 , ;i, 0 # B such that :i, 0 /:i , ;i, 0 /;i , m(: i":i, 0)
=m(;i"; i, 0)=0, . | ;i, 0 : ;i, 0  :i, 0 is a measurable bijection with a
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measurable inverse, and m(.(|))=rim(|) holds for every | # B(;i, 0),
where ri :=m(:i)m(;i).
To any function w # W +(:~ ) we can associate the measurable functions
sw : T  [0, ?2], vw # F such that
w(z)=(cos sw(z)) e1+(sin sw(z)) vw(z) and vw(z) # H +:~ (z)
hold, for a.e. z # T. Assuming that vw(z) :=f1 whenever sw(z)=0, the func-
tions sw and vw are uniquely determined. For any i # J, let us consider the
increasing bijection i : [0, ?2]  [0, ?2] defined by
i (s) :=arc cos((cos s)ri) (s # [0, ?2]).
Given any w # W+(:~ ), let us define the function T +w # W(; ) by
(T +w)(z) :=(cos i (sw b .(z))) e1+(sin i (sw b .(z))) vw b .(z)
if z # ;i , i # J,
and by (T +w)(z) :=e1 otherwise. Then we have
|
T
log |[T +w, e1]| dm= :
i # J
|
;i
log |[T +w, e1]| dm
= :
i # J
ri |
;i
log cos sw b . dm
= :
i # J
|
:i
log cos sw dm=|
T
log |[w, e1]| dm>&,
and so T +w belongs to W+(:~ ). It is easy to see that the direction mapping
T +: W+(:~ )  W+(; ) is a bijection. We can also observe that
R(PH ;+ T
+w)=R(PH ;+ (w b .)) holds for every w # W
+(:~ ), and so VO
R(w)= implies that V b .OR(T +w)= (V # R+(:~ )).
Let us consider the transformation 3+: Lat U +:~  Lat U
+
; defined by
3+ : M(V) [ M(V b .), V # R+(:~ ),
and
3+ : q _w, e1 H
2wM(V) [ q _T+w, e1 H
2T +wM(V b .),
(w, q, V) # 2+(:~ ).
It is clear that 3+ is a bijection. In view of Lemma 30, the direction of the
vector (PR(T+w2)= T
+w1)(z) (z # T) is determined by the directions of the
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vectors PE$(T +w1)(z) and PE$(T +w2)(z), which are the same as the direc-
tions of the vectors PE$w1(.(z)) and PE$w2(.(z)), respectively. Applying
this observation it is not difficult to verify that 3+ is an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.
Now the proof of Theorem 4 can be easily completed.
Proof of Theorem 4. Necessity of the conditions of the isomorphism is
included in Theorem D.
In the reverse direction, let us assume that Uu $Vu , Ua t
t Va , and
Us t
t Vs . We know by Theorem 31 that Lat (Uu Ua)rLat (Vu Va),
and Corollary B implies that Lat Us rLat Vs . Taking into account that
Lat (Uu Ua Us) splits into the direct sum of Lat (Uu Ua) and Lat Us
(see, e.g., [CG2, Proposition 3.7]), and that the same is true for V, we con-
clude that the isometries Uu Ua Us and Vu Va Vs have isomorphic
invariant subspace lattices. Q.E.D.
7. CHARACTERIZATION OF SPATIAL ISOMORPHISM
We complete this paper by describing spatial isomorphism of the invariant
subspace lattices in the class of nonreductive, absolutely continuous unitary
operators U=Ub Ua . The nontrivial case is when Ua {0, and thenby
our conventionthe bilateral shift component Ub is of finite multiplicity.
This is the setting of Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let U=Ub Ua # L(H) and V=Vb Va #
L(K) be unitary operators, such that the multiplicity of Ub and Vb is
n # N, and Ua {0, Va {0.
Let us suppose that the invariant subspace lattices of U and V are
spatially isomorphic, that is Lat V=[WN: N # Lat U] is true with some
unitary transformation W # L(H, K). Since the unitary operator Z :=
W&1VW # L(H) leaves invariant every invariant subspace of U, there
exists a function . # G+ such that Z=.(U). (See [C, Sect. IX.8] and the
functional model of U, introduced in Section 2.) In virtue of the unitary
equivalence .(U)$V, we know that the bilateral shift component of .(U)
is of multiplicity n. Taking into account that Ub itself is a bilateral shift of
multiplicity n, we obtain that . is a simple Blaschke factor (see [SZNF,
Section I.2; Ber, Chap. 3; RR, Chap. 3]). Then .(Ub) is a bilateral shift of
multiplicity n. Comparing the spectral multiplicity functions of .(U)=
.(Ub).(Ua) and V=Vb Va , we conclude that .(Ua)$Va , and so Ua
and Va are analytically spectral equivalent.
Since the reverse direction is evident, the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
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Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 and Theorem 5.
The following example provides a negative answer for the question posed
by Conway and Gillespie on [CG2, p. 33]
Example 32. Setting : :=[eit: 0t?] and ; :=[eit: 0t?2 or
?t3?2], let us consider the unitary operators U: and U; of Section 3.
The spectrum of the reductive component of U: is connected, while the
spectrum of the reductive component of U; is not connected. Thus, we infer
by Theorem 5 that the invariant subspace lattices of U: and U; are not
spatially isomorphic. In a similar fashion, we obtain that the invariant
subspace lattices of U: and (U;)*$U; are not spatially isomorphic, as
well. Therefore, we conclude by [CG1, Proposition 4.1] that neither U;
nor (U;)* is unitarily equivalent to a generator of the algebra A, generated
by U: and closed in the weak operator topology.
On the other hand, we know by Theorem 3 that U: and U; have
isomorphic invariant subspace lattices.
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